
Dodo opened his eyes. He was out at sea. Waves that seemed 
like wild animals charged at the fractured wooden boat. The 
nebulous clouds spat out sullen globules of water. The clashing 
waves was were spinning in a vortex, forcing the splenetic clouds 
to emerge into a an ebony-black mess. The puny wooden boat 
rocked on the surface of a rough ebony-blue surface as menacing 
clouds blew the rickety boat from side to side. Clamorous booms 
of thunder haunted Dodo as the feeble boat groaned in despair. 
Dodo’s heart trembled, wishing that he had never set out to sea. 
He thought to himself, “If only, I had listened…” 

A scintillating figure flashed before Dodo’s eyes. What was it? 
Surely it wouldn’t be a sea beast, Dodo thought to himself. Within 
a flash of the eye, sharped sharp talons gripped onto the edges of 
the boat. Dodo tried to fight the gleaming creature with his only 
blade. Will it work? Suddenly, the creature let go of the rickety 
boat, swimming away in trepidation. Vociferous zephyrs raged 
with antagonizing anger as Dodo’s enervated boat slides on the 
fierce navy-blue waves. Dodo carefully examined the mysterious 
waters, only to find that he wasn’t alone. Many other creatures 
have been lurking under the sea, and vibrant and dull colours 
were shown on every part of a creature. 

Immediately, Dodo’s boat leaped leapt out of the sea. He looked 
below him. A yellow and lime green sea beast has appeared from 
the waters, viciously showing its razor-sharp teeth. A treacherous 
head bobbed up and down out of the murky waters. Who knew 
what was going to be down there? Dodo’s wooden boat was like 
an appetizing pray prey to the elephantine waves that roared like 
fireworks that were launched at on New Year’s Eve. Abruptly, the 
wooden boat fragmented, sending Dodo flying into the air. 

The next morning Dodo woke up, and he was greeted by a 
scorching sandy island. Dodo was marooned all alone in the 
middle of nowhere. Just when all hope was lost, He had realised 
that there was a shape of a city not far from here. All Dodo had to 



do was swim across. An exhausting few hours has have past 
passed and the the only hope he had was to search for his family. 
This place looked familiar to Dodo. It reminded him of his 
hometown. All of sudden a vision came to Dodo’s mind. He saw 
raging fires everywhere. Innocuous citizens shrieking shrieked in 
agonising terror fleeing from the city. Dodo looked at the peaceful 
city in horror. An explosion was heard, and Dodo’s worst 
nightmare… had come true. 

 

You did an excellent job with the narrative, metaphors and vocabulary. But you may work 

on your grammar. 

This piece contains a plethora of grammatical errors, work on it to avoid them next time 

and get a better mark. 

You may add emotions to this piece as well, you must add the emotional state of the 

protagonist to humanise the story. 

Hope you find this feedback constructive, keep up the hard work! 
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